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VERY GOOD

MAGNAT TRANSPULS 1000 – RETRO SPEAKER WITH HIGH LEVEL STABILITY
„ [...] In addition to its classic design, the Transpuls 1000 also
offers an unusual concept. This speaker is both a powerful hi-fi
unit and a party box with high level stability at the same time.”
„ [...] Magnat deserves great praise for arranging the two
bass reflex ports in the baffle. Together with its comparatively
small housing depth of just 28 centimeters, this results in a
speaker that can be positioned close to the wall without any
acoustic impairment. This saves space in the living room, while
simultaneously ensuring a perfect reproduction of the bass
range.”
„ [...] The Transpuls 1000 performed in an extremely dynamic
and agile manner from the very first second of our listening
test. It ensures the bass range sounds clean and dry with a
pleasing and wonderful level of pressure that packs a nice
punch.”
„ [...] The singer’s vocals are established right in front of us
during our listening test and they appear resplendent with a firstclass expressive nature. In contrast to typical PA speakers, the
Transpuls delivers an extremely high resolution in the treble range.

Thanks to the deep-drawn sound guide around the tweeter
dome, Magnat’s speaker sounds amazingly resolute and
brilliant, even when it’s subjected to the highest sound ranges.
This is particularly noticeable when it comes to rock, pop, rap
and even classical music.”
Sound: 			
Configuration: 		
Price/performance:
Overall: 		

Very good
Very good
Very good
Very good

Conclusion:
“The Transpuls 1000 from Magnat is an extraordinary retro
speaker that is extremely impressive with its visual and
acoustic qualities. Thanks to its dynamic sound and high level
stability, the Transpuls 1000 is the perfect speaker for all music
fans who want a loud and immediate listening experience with
an incomparable live character.”
Read the full test review at www.av-magazin.de.
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